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DOK STATION  table fulfills a dual function, in addition to its purpose as a student 
desk it also incorporates a powerfull computer. 

The table is design for multiporpose solutions: to be connected to the interactive 
whiteboard and to the teacher’s computer, ensuring a fully collaborative work in 
a classroom, for individual digital work, such as multimedia content and internet 
search,  for digital group working in class or even for remote online learning.

INTEGRATION AND VERSATILITY
2 In 1 table – Writing desk and 
computer desk. The computer 
screen, keyboard and mouse are 
easily concealed and secure.

SAFETY
For a better organization of the 
classroom, all electronic com-
ponents are protected against 
vandalism (no loose cables).

ERGONOMICS
With a simple and functional 
design, it allows adjustments 
of the monitor tilt that adapt 
to the user.
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Student Version

DOK STATION has an unique feature that allows 
the display to slide down over the tabletop, being 
more ergonomic for direct touch working on the 
screen, and most of all allowing to look to teacher 
permanently.

DOK STATION offers integration, versatility and se-
curity, as it is a 2 In 1 table, a writing desk and com-
puter desk. The computer, the display, keyboard 
and mouse are easily concealed and secure.

Table lock

Automatic elevation of the mo-
nitor after opening the table 
top

Mouse and keyboard storage

Electric tilt control and monitor 
elevation buttons
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The DOK STATION table in the Professor version 
shares the same functionalities as the student ver-
sion, with the difference that it allows the height of 
the structure to be adjusted. 

Teacher Version

Table lock

Height adjust

Automatic elevation of the 
monitor after opening the 
table top

Mouse and keyboard storage

Electric tilt control and moni-
tor elevation buttons



DOK
STATION Dimensions & Specs.

Student Version

Writing and computer table with height 
adjustment through electric control: 750mm to 
1150mm.

Includes touch monitor up to 24”, Mini PC, 
keyboard and mouse.

Metal structure in 1.5 mm steel sheet and 
Ø35x1.5 tubes coated with epoxy paint.

Sliding worktop in compact 13mm.

Automatic monitor lifting after opening the top 
(450 mm stroke).

Electric monitor tilt and collect control.

Allows a standing or sitting working position 
through the digital control panel.

Includes all electrical connection cables 
(100–240V).

Includes storage space for keyboard and 
mouse.

Includes locker that locks the top.

Dimensions table: 1300x650x750-1150 mm.

Weight ≈ 200 kg

Top finish: (cm) light gray or (cm) white.

Epoxy paint RAL: 7035, 9005 or 9016.

Teacher Version
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OTHER VERSIONS:

DOK: without peripherals
DOKPCMT-P: Micro PC + Monitor Touch
DOKPCM-P:  Micro PC + Monitor

DOKAIOT-P: Monitor + PC “AIO i3” Touch

DOKT

Standard and Computer Student´s desk, 2 in 1

Includes 21.5” Screen, integrated PC (AIO), 
keyboard and mouse (more specifications to 
follow separately)

Epoxy painted metal structure in steel sheet 
1,5mm and metal tube Ø35x1,5 and 60x30x1,5 
mm

Sliding Top in compacmel, 13mm thickness
Electric and synchronized tabletop opening / 
screen pop-up

Electric screen angle and screen housing 
control
Includes all electrical connection cables 
(100–240V)
Includes lock for table top

Includes storage space for keyboard and mouse 
Table size: 750x650x757 mm

Packaging: In carton, size 770x670x770 mm; 
Net Weight: 50 kg

Top finishes: In compacmel, light grey or white 

Epoxy paint, RAL 7035, 7021, 9006, 9016
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